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Three-dimensional crystalline carbon: Stable polymers of C20 fullerene
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We report on a first-principles total-energy calculation that provides the energetics and electronic structure of
stable polymerized fullerites consisting of the smallest fullerene C20. We find that the C20 fullerene has
periodic three-dimensional covalent networks with orthorhombic and tetragonal symmetries. Both are found to
be energetically stable and to be elemental semiconductors with a moderate energy gap of about 1.5 eV.
Substantially high peaks of the density of states are found to appear below the top of the valence band,
suggesting that these materials under hole-doped conditions are candidates for superconductors.
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Macroscopic production of the hollow-cage carbon clus
C60, together with its crystalline form,1 has triggered a grea
expansion of both theoretical and experimental research
the materials.2 Although carbon atoms in solid C60 havesp2

bonds with three adjacent atoms as in the case of grap
the global bonding network is entirely different from that
the graphite: The fullerene has a closed network with z
dimension, whereas the graphite has a two-dimensional
agonal network. This peculiar network topology decisive
affects electronic properties of the fullerenes, such as su
conductivity under a certain condition.3 In a solid, C60 clus-
ters behave as weakly interacting spheres and play an a
like role to form a face-centered cubic lattice~fcc!. In
addition to the fcc C60, C60 polymers in which the C60’s are
strongly bound via inter-C60 covalent bond have been als
synthesized.4–7 After the discovery of C60, larger fullerenes
such as C70 and C84 were synthesized,8–10 and are known to
be a structural constituent unit for their solid phases.11,12

Therefore, fullerenes may be regarded as natural supera
which could be self-organized, and which become a uni
class of solids with a structural hierarchy.

Recently, the dodecahedral-cage cluster of 20 C ato
was chemically synthesized.13,14 This cluster, C20, is the
smallest possible fullerenes cage, with 12 pentagons an
hexagon.15 In analogy with C60 and large fullerenes, simila
condensed phases of C20 are also expected to be synthesize
In sharp contrast to solid C60, however, C20 is highly reac-
tive owing to the pentagonal network, so C20 may be spon-
taneously polymerized and have a clathrate network as in
case of the silicon clathrate Si46 consisting of Si20
fullerenes.16 Thus the condensed phases of C20 are expected
to have a hybrid network of threefold- and fourfold
coordinated carbon atoms, which causes a form of solid
bon. Since the electron-phonon coupling of C20 is much
stronger than that of C60,17,18 the condensed phases synth
sized from the C20 are candidates for superconductors.17,19

Indeed, one and three dimensionally polymerized pha
were theoretically examined, and one-dimensional pha
were found to have a high density of states~DOS!, suggest-
ing the possibility of superconductivity. However, they ha
a higher total energy than the three-dimensional phase,
therefore are metastable.19
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To realistically design crystalline carbon consisting
C20, this work focuses on three-dimensionally polymeriz
phases, and determines the most stable structure amon
C20 solids. In addition to a simple cubic~SC! structure stud-
ied previously,19 we examine two initial geometries whic
have orthorhombic~body-centered-orthorhombic! and tetrag-
onal structures transferred from the hexagonally clos
packed geometry~fcc! as adequate candidates for th
ground-state structure of C20 solids. It is found that these two
phases are much more energetically stable than the SC p
and that the orthorhombic phase is the most stable. We c
firm that there is no energy barrier for the polymerizati
process of these two phases: Thus it is likely that the m
rials are really synthesized. The optimized geometries ha
three-dimensionally bonding network of both threefold- a
fourfold-coordinated C atoms, whose network topology
similar to that of the Si clathrate, e.g., the Si46 network. The
electronic structure of the phases is found to be semicond
ing with moderate energy gap of about 1.5 eV. We also fi
that substantial peaks of the DOS appear around the en
gap, so the doped C20 solid is a candidate for the materia
exhibiting superconductivity.

All calculations have been performed using the loc
density approximation~LDA ! within the density-functional
theory.20,21 To express the exchange-correlation potential
electrons, we use a functional form fitted to the Ceperl
Alder result.22,23 Norm-conserving pseudopotentials gene
ated by using the Troullier-Martins scheme are adopted
describe the electron-ion interaction.24,25 In constructing the
pseudopotentials, core radii adopted for C 2s and 2p states
are both 1.5 bohr. The valence wave functions are expan
by the plane-wave basis set with the cutoff energy of 40
which is known to give enough convergence of total ene
to discuss the relative stability of various carbon phase24

We adopt the conjugate-gradient minimization scheme, b
for the self-consistent electronic-structure calculation and
the geometric optimization.26 A structural optimization is
carried out not only on the internal atomic coordinates of C20
but also on each lattice parameter. Integration over the B
louin zone is carried out using a 27-k-point sampling.
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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Starting from the structure in which C20’s are separated
from each other, we find that the C20’s form covalent inter-
cluster bonds without any reaction barrier, and that the po
merized structure is energetically favorable. This energ
stability of condensed phases is totally due to the elec
structure of C20 molecules: Because of the pentagonal n
work of the cage, the bonds have a small angle (108°) wh
is close to that of the idealsp3(109.5°) but is smaller than
that of sp2(120°). As a result, threefold-coordinated atom
have a dangling bond instead of ap bond. Since these dan
gling bonds induce instability, they are terminated as a c
sequence of the formation of interfullerene bonds in the
lymerized phases. Optimized lattice parameters area
55.95 Å,b55.96 Å, andc57.50 Å for the orthorhombic
phase, anda55.96 Å and c57.60 Å for the tetragona
phase. The calculated binding energies of these two ph
are listed in Table I together with the SC phase.19 Since the
number of intercluster bonds is larger than that of the
phase, both the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases are
energetically favorable than the SC phase. Among the
isomers studied here, the orthorhombic phase has a lo
total energy than the tetragonal one.

Fully optimized structures of the orthorhombic and tetra
onal phases of three-dimensionally polymerized C20 are
shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. In each structure
C20 is connected with four adjacent C20’s via four-membered
rings in a plane perpendicular to thec axis, whereas they ar
connected via eight single bonds with eight neighboring
oms along the direction parallel to thec axis. Thus the re-
sulting materials have a three-dimensionally polymeriz
structure with a hybrid network of threefold- and fourfol

TABLE I. Cohesive energies of condensed phases of20

fullerenes, obtained by the LDA total-energy calculation. Ea
value, in unit of eV per C20, was obtained by subtracting a tot
energy of a condensed phases from that of an isolated cage.

Structure Cohesive energy

Orthorhombic 14.90
Tetragonal 14.21
SC 8.56

FIG. 1. Optimized geometries of~a! the orthorhombic and~b!
tetragonal phases of condensed C20 fullerene. Solid and empty
circles denote threefold-coordinated atoms and the fourfo
coordinated atoms, respectively.
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coordinated C atoms, as in the case of polymerized phase
C60.27 In both cases, the number of the threefold-coordina
C atoms is only four per C20. The atoms form two C dimers
located at the top and bottom of the C20. On the other hand
the number of fourfold-coordinated C atoms is 16. T
length of the intercluster bonds belonging to the fou
membered ring is about 1.6 Å, which is longer than the ty
cal sp3 bond length (1.54 Å), but the intercluster bond alo
the c-axis direction is 1.49 or 1.51 Å for the orthorhomb
and tetragonal phases. Remaining bonds related to
fourfold-coordinated C atoms range between 1.58 a
1.67 Å. Thus the fourfold-coordinated C atoms have
sp3-like character rather than ansp2 character. On the othe
hand, threefold-coordinated atoms tend to have shorter b
lengths than fourfold-coordinated atoms. In particular,
bond length between the dimerized carbon atoms is 1.29
which is much shorter than the typical threefold bond len
of 1.42 Å (sp2 hybridization!. The result suggests that the
atoms on the dimers havesp-like charge distributions al-
though they have threefold coordination. The distribution
the total valence charge of the dimer unequivocally exhib
the sp character of the triple bonds~Fig. 2!; i.e., double
peaks of the charge distribution along the bond axis, wh
commonly appear insp2 p bond systems, are not seen, a
the distribution is similar to that of acetylene. The bo
angle related to the atom isuC2C1C25127.3°, which is wider
than the idealsp2 bond angle. This peculiar charge distrib
tion is due to the large structural deformation of the C20
clusters: The threefold-coordinated atomic sites, i.e., the
dimers at the top and bottom of the C20 cage in Fig 1~a!, are
depressed inward, and the atoms form a flat structure w
four neighboring atoms. This structural deformation su
presses dangling bond character of the threefold-coordin

h

-

FIG. 2. The contour plot of the total valence-electron density
the ~a! the orthorhombic and~b! tetragonal phases of C20 polymers.
The solid circles denote the threefold-coordinated C atoms.
lowest-density contour represents 0.02e/a.u.3. Difference between
each contour is 3.33331023e/a.u.3.
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atomic sites without formation of additional interfulleren
bonds.

For the fourfold-coordinated atomic sites, the bond len
is slightly longer than that of the diamond. However, th
bond angles are considerably distorted from that of the
mond (109.5°). The smallest bond angle at the sin
bonded site is about 96° whereas the largest angle is a
123°. In particular, the four-membered ring has an angle
90°, so that the bond angle related to the fourfo
coordinated atoms is highly deviating. Owing to this lar
distortion, it is unlikely that the system has a remarka
stiffness and is composed of an ultrahard material, even
has a three-dimensional covalent bonding network as in
case of three-dimensionally polymerized C60.27

The electronic band structure of the orthorhombic phas
shown in Fig. 3~a!. A fundamental gap between the top of th
valence band~X! and the bottom of the conduction band (G)
is found to be 1.40 eV, which is similar to the gap value
the fcc C60.28 Thus the ground state of the condensed ph
of C20 is found to be an elemental semiconductor with t
moderate energy gap, which consists of both threefold
fourfold-coordinated carbon atoms. Here we focus on
character of the lowest unoccupied~LU! and highest occu-
pied ~HO! bands to discuss the origin of the band gap.
shown in Fig. 4, the HO and LU bands clearly exhibit bon
ing and antibondingp characters of the C1-C1 dimers, r
spectively. Thus the HO-LU band energy splitting is attr
uted to the anomalously strongp bonds of the dimer atoms
Since the other atoms are fourfold coordinated, they h
only s bonds. Bonds having the bonding~antibonding! char-
acter ofs bonds are located far below~above! the valence
~conduction! band top~bottom!, so the wave function of the
LU and HO bands is localized around the dimer atoms. T
width of the LU and HO bands is around 1.8 eV. The lar
band dispersion is mainly caused by the small interdim
distances, which induce a large overlap betweenp orbitals
of the dimers.

FIG. 3. The electronic band structure and DOS of~a! the ortho-
rhombic and~b! tetragonal phases of C20. The energy is measure
from the top of the valence band. Symmetry points and lines in
first Brillouin zone of both phases are also given.
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Since the LU and HO states are separated from other c
duction and valence bands to some degree, these states
DOS peaks around the gap. The calculated DOS of the or
rhombic phase is also shown in Fig. 3~a!. For this calcula-
tion, we take 1400k points in the first Brillouin zone. It is
thus expected that the polymeric phases of C20 exhibit a me-
tallic character by means of carrier injection into the cond
tion or valence bands. Although the doping may caus
modification of the energy band, we can roughly estimate
relative height of the Fermi level density of statesN(EF) of
the doped materials from the valence-band~conduction-
band! DOS of the pristine phase by simply filling the to
~bottom! of valence~conduction! band. Calculated values o
N(EF) for the n-hole-doped cases are 1.57, 1.25, 1.67, 1.
and 4.49~states/eV C20) for n51, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respec
tively. In particular,N(EF) for n55 is comparable to that o
the representative fullerene-based superconductor, K3C60.29

Furthermore, a large electron-phonon coupling is expecte
take place due to the strongly localized character of thep
states in C1 dimers even though the condensed phases
clathrate networks which are completely different from t
molecular crystals of fullerenes. Therefore, the conden
phase of C20 with doped carriers is a feasible candidate f
the material exhibiting superconductivity at moderate tran
tion temperature.

Figure 3~b! shows the electronic band structure of t
tetragonal phase of polymerized C20. Both the top of the
valence band~HO! and the bottom of the conduction ban
~LU! are located at theG points: therefore, this material is
direct gap semiconductor. The calculated value of the fun
mental energy gap is of 1.76 eV, which is larger than those
the orthorhombic phase and the solid C60.28 The character-
istics of the band structure near the energy gap is simila
that of the orthorhombic phase: The highest branch of
valence band and the lowest branch of the conduction b
have thep character of the C dimers on the polar region
the C20 cage. Thus for the electron states concerned withp
electrons, both systems can be regarded as networks con
ing of p electrons on the C2 unit ~acetylenes!. The DOS for
the tetragonal phase exhibits a character similar to that of
orthorhombic phase. The HO~LU! state causes modera

e

FIG. 4. Contour plot of the squared wave function of the~a! HO
state and~b! LU state of the orthorhombic phase at theG point. The
solid circles denote the threefold-coordinated C atoms. Each c
tour represent twice~or half! the density of the adjacent contou
lines. The lowest-density contour represents 0.003e/a.u.3.
5-3
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DOS peaks below~above! the energy gap, and their heigh
are comparable with those of the orthorhombic phase; th
fore, the tetragonal phase is also a candidate for the su
conductor.

In summary, we have studied the geometric and electro
structures of condensed phases of a C20 fullerene based on a
first-principles total-energy calculation. We have found th
the C20 molecules form interfullerene covalent bonds witho
any energy barrier, and that the polymerized structure is
ergetically favorable. We have obtained two stable pha
possessing orthorhombic and tetragonal symmetries, and
orthorhombic phase was found to be the most stable st
tures. Both phases were found to be interesting eleme
semiconductors with moderate energy gaps of 1.4 and 1.7
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for the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases, respectively.
DOS spikes were found to appear around the energy ga
is thus plausible that carrier injections tuned to these sp
cause superconductivity.
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puter at the Research Center of the Computational Scie
Okazaki National Institute, and the NEC SX4 Superco
puter at the NEC Tsukuba Laboratory. This work was su
ported in part by JSPS under Contract No. RFTF96P0020
Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research on the Priority Are
‘‘Fullerenes and Nanotubes’’ by the Ministry of Educatio
Science, and Culture of Japan, and Frontier Carbon Tech
ogy by NEDO.
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